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Synopsis

Two alluring vampires. Ancient prophecies. One determined queen. Cliff Montgomery and Alrekur Vidarsson both want to marry Alexis. One is an arrogant three thousand year old ancient ruler who has waited his entire life for her. The other is the love she has waited for all her life. The prophecies say she will choose the ancient Alrekur, and they are supposed to never be wrong, but Alexis is determined to find a loophole. When she is forced to spend time with Alrekur and begins to see his charm, she is torn. Her heart still belongs to Cliff, but would it be so awful if the prophecies were fulfilled?
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Customer Reviews

It's 80 years late and war has happen that change the world. Ida shown her colors. The Nokken are back and dead to all vampires and Alexis. Cliff and Alexis have final their line, what is next for Alexis will she stay or leave Cliff?

I HIGHLY recommend reading the Transformation series. Stacy has a way of creating relationships
among characters that tug at your heart strings. I was so wrapped up in her books that I didn't care if I had to wait in a waiting room for an hour as long as I had my Kindle. The fact that there are 12 books with a story that continues with the same characters is so exciting. There are no dull moments, and in a series with so many books, Stacy finds a way to add new characters that build on new and interesting plot twists. I fell in love with this series during book one and was so taken with her creativity. I really like how she changes perspectives as different characters tell their angle. I find myself thinking about these books even now, after having finished months ago. I also am thrilled that she has 5 additional books that explain more about certain characters/ time periods. The other AMAZING part about reading Stacy’s books is that when I write her an email or a facebook message, she responds!! It makes me feel really connected and I think that is so great.

Never haven read any books about the paranormal, I wouldn't have started this series if it wasn't for the author...but, I have to say, I am hooked, and I LOVE this series. Funny, scary, vivid...this series is a must read for all paranormal fans, and for all of you who haven’t started yet!

I have enjoyed this series, however Alexis is driving me crazy! She has had eighty years to grow up and still hasn't managed it. First is Cliff that she can't live without, then Tanner, then Cliff, then a werewolf, then Cliff for eighty years and 10 children, now this other dweeb, whatever he is, who or what's next. Let me guess, a Fairy, or a Unicorn, no I've got it, BIGFOOT, and maybe Cliff in-between.

I have become so involved with this story I'm having a hard time putting it down. I will say I usually don't buy books separately. I'm always looking for a way to save. But this series of books has given me joy and sadness. If you like romance novels with action you will enjoy this.

This is my favorite book so far in this series! Maybe because I have been craving the moment Alexis and Alrekur get together. I felt like I was at the castle with them! You know your reading a GOOD BOOK when you slip out of reality and into their world! I've only been able to say that with a small handful of authors! J. K. Rowlings, you better watch out! Thanks Stacy for a magical time! Now I have to go because I have to get #5!

I gave this a five star rating. It really is a great read! The characters are dynamic and every time you think you know a character completely you get another angle of them that changes everything. I
was sad to jump from Team Cliff to Team Alre but I liked them together more than I liked her with Cliff. The romance and action balance is what won this one for me! A couple things however I did not like. This book is in need of a book wide fine tooth combing. There were a lot of errors. I will say that that most are not noticeable. Most errors I only encountered due to going back to read a page or two out loud to a friend to explain why I suddenly broke out in excitement in public! I also feel like as the book went further and further, the details were more and more lacking. An example, while trying to keep from dropping too many spoilers, would be Alexis’ ring. Give me details! Make me green with envy! Instead all that is known is that it was a ring, diamond variety, and fit well. My favorite aspect about this book is the turns! Not only are there turns but they are out of nowhere disorienting turns. It was great. It’s like being in a haunted house waiting for the first person to jump out!! The author did a great job with her turns! Regrettably I am a cheater reader. I cheat and read ahead or even the end sometimes and then return to the place I was. I could not with this book. The big question in this book was: who does she choose? Cliff or Alre? I had to read ahead (not the end) THREE times due to the turns in the relationships! I give this author a standing ovation. Usually series start to die off by now. She actually makes each book better than the last!!

I continue to be amazed by this story. 80 years has passed from book 3 to book 4 and I found myself crying when certain events take place I was rooting for cliff but now have a changed mind loved the ending 5 stars from me!
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